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The wind in these eloquent, elegant, tensile poems is present as spirit, 
of course; as spirit it can manifest as the longing or fate of the body (it 
expires), as intellectual momentum (it inspires), as power for social justice 
(it aspires). in all these modes, L.R. Berger both controls the energy as 
form, and honors the charge of the moment—perception by brilliant 
perception, breath by mortal breath.
—stephen tapscott

in this beautiful new book, words are unusually alive and active in the 
poet’s capable hands. A whispered finale meaning finally, a riff on up, an 
exploration of the letter P : these are among the linguistic players that 
address both personal loss and political realities, which L. R. Berger 
explores with searing honesty, emotional depth, and lyric grace. no pre-
cious word is wasted here; you will read carefully and gratefully, and want 
to read again. 
—martha Collins

L.R. Berger’s work has been supported by The national endowment for 
the Arts, The Pen new england discovery Award and The new Hamp-
shire state Council on the Arts.  she was Visiting Artist at The American 
Academy in Rome, and has been granted residencies at The macdowell 
Colony, The Blue mountain Center, Hedgebrook, wellspring House and 
The Hermitage.  Her collection of poems, The Unexpected Aviary, received 
the Jane kenyon Award for outstanding Book of Poetry.

Praise for The Unexpected Aviary

The quality of persistent attention in Berger’s work constitutes, i think, 
the heart of the poetic act. it matters that her attention is paid to such 
endangered objects as human love and the extra-human natural world; to 
the intricate connection between our conduct of love and that imperiled 
world.
—mary Baine Campbell
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Not what it had to say
but what it carried to you.

Dandelion silk dispatching seed.
The neighbor’s trashcan lid

waking you from that nightmare
hurled in a tempest
against the bedroom window.  

Howling, love cry,
lamentation.

Wind carries out the past and in 
the future,

tutors your own breath
to extinguish the flame.

When love unbuttoned your blouse
wind did the rest
fumbling through the aspens.

You could have believed 
air was empty space 
to be lost in, except for wind

stinging your face
at the height of January,

whipping the flag,
lifting the sparrow.

Indebted to Wind
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Filling the teapot at the tap,
turning on the burner—

praise be for the day’s first acts
requiring no imagination,
no choices of consequence.

You can be half asleep
and already a success at life,

draw encouragement
mastering the rituals of morning—

parting the curtains, reuniting
with your eyeglasses.

The looming hurdles of the day
begin to loom possible,

the heavy head of the earth

will not today spin off
on its orbit without you.

The water boils and you know
what to do, your cold feet

anchored again
to the map of the world.

First Acts
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This morning I went out to the garden with an empty white bowl
and walked back inside with an empty white bowl.

In between and without decorum, I ravaged the vines
of late July, plucked and shoveled
palmfuls of sweet fruit into my mouth.

Someone watching might have said,
now there’s a woman whose body has slept alone
in a wide bed for a very long time.

My five-year-old godchild Ella 
carried the empty white bowl for us yesterday
to pick raspberries for the first time.

It was left to me to explain about thorns.

We picked a few together, but then she disappeared
into her no-nonsense face, small fingers
threading thickets with intent.

From now on, she decreed after an uncommon 
interlude of silence, we are going to pick raspberries 
every time I come.    

It was the end of the season.
It was left to me to explain about seasons.

What could I say to her unforgiving eyes?
With what conviction expound

on the virtues of going without sweetness
to a mouth full of sweetness?

Picking Raspberries
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What did I come into
this room for?

The name of that restaurant?
The street where she lives?

What was it no one told me?

The post office box
won’t open with my house key.

I thought it was still August
but this is where I live.

What was it he said
that made me leave him?

Wasn’t there a grudge?
Or two?

Who gifted me that carved
wooden monk on the windowsill?

Her first name started with a G.

Is my password still swallowtail?

That shrub, mock orange,
until I remember it’s honeysuckle.

Weren’t there always
mistaken identities?

Momentarily Untitled
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Did we see that movie?
Did I enjoy it?

Were his dying words to me 
everlasting joy

or joy everlasting?
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At four, she’s found a word
to devote herself to.

I’m four and a half, actually.

A study in elocution, each syllable
bestowed with space and time.

Actually, that’s not a beetle
it’s a stinkbug. I don’t like baths 
and I hate spiders, actually.

Her small-fry body’s 
conferred with stature,

and with each actually
the face that goes with it.
Think Priestess. Delphic oracle.

What’s a bouquet? she asks,
making one of purple clover.

They’re not purple, she corrects me.
They’re lavender, actually.

None of us knows 
where she learned the word
or perfected its deployment.

We often don’t know 
how she knows what she knows.

Hers is a mind with a predilection
for precision. For truth,

Aurora’s Actually
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actually.

So who can blame us
for standing chilled
in late August

swooning at the arcs 
of barn swallows

when out of nowhere
she informs us

They will not be coming back 
next year, actually.
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1.

What was going on in that room
was going on in that room.

Outside was the world
that is always on fire
and the world that always isn’t.

But we were there, we were.
And God could sometimes be found

in your final watercolor
propped up and facing us
on the sill of the hospital window—

its suggestion of wintered trees
fracturing banks of blue

while under a tent of white sheet
you faded like fugitive colors.

2.

But not your eyes.

They were steady blue flares up ahead
on the gravel of night’s back road.

Your smile, slightly askew,
still offering itself to everybody.

Wheeling toward you 

Palliative Care
  for Hal
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through the revolving
glass hospital doors  

all my formerly nursed concerns 
were breathlessly confiscated.

3.

Sometimes the heft
of a word’s true meaning
comes to find us.

Inside your room,
two windows, three chairs—
one word was enough.

But have I done enough good?
was the only enough
at first that concerned you

until weeks later
you rallied to protest
enough is enough.

Wearing the face of the jilted
you woke each morning
to find death stood you up.

Your doctor confiding, Enough
to kill a horse. Morphine enough.
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4.

Tuesday you’re a wooden broom.
Wednesday, a sleeping prince.

Fallen nestling, featherless,
still breathing splayed
on an asphalt driveway Thursday.

Saturday at dawn,
yours is the still living face
of Christ crucified.

Sometimes the heft
of a word’s meaning
comes to find us.

Wind circling the hospital
with something like intention,

whirlpool of winter, Sunday,
refusing to lose its grip.

5.

For weeks I neglected the moon.
Walking home I never thought to look at the sky.

During the night I was dreaming
about birds we don’t have. Nightingales.
Magpies. Cuckoos.

Whatever comes next
we’ll have to cross 
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through an old-growth forest
to get there.

6.

One of our last conversations concerned color.

I pulled the cotton blouse from my closet
to offer your eyes a blurry swatch of blue.

Chicory-weed. Forget-me-nots.

What would we have done, you asked,
without the companionship of blue?

Then you looked off squinting, that fixing
of the eyes we hope sharpens our ears,
yours tuned now to other frequencies.

Someone’s last breath down the corridor?
The tolling of stars? Vibrato of blue?

7.

The bouquet of dahlias I bought
weeks ago won’t die.

Do you really think it would be all right
if I let go of everything?
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Once you stopped breathing so long
I crossed the room
whispering finale, meaning finally.

Then you gasped like a newborn
gulping his first fist of air.

8.

Forty days and, no kidding, forty nights.

Sometimes the heft of a word’s
true meaning comes to find us.

For awhile it was affliction.
But now it was now.

Whatever comes next
we’ll have to cross 

through an old-growth forest 
to get there.

Virgin forest. Dappled light:
yours finally leaving us.
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